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Rainbow Goddess Prayer
Claiming Inner Divine Authority
.

Beloved Rainbow Goddess, Knower of Your True Divine Essence
Inspiring Lady Of Divine Guidance
Thank you for Guiding Me To Truly Know and Reclaim my Divinity
Guide me to Courageously Trust and Valiantly Live My Divine Design
Embracing My Birthright, My Privilege and My Legacy 

Wondrous Divine Relational Goddess
Filled with the Power of Heaven and Earth
Mighty In Your Wisdom and Trust
Mighty in Your Expression of Divine Love 
Guide Me to Courageously Reclaim and Live the Truth of Who I AM
Guide Me in Inspiring Others to Do the Same

Great Wise and Powerful Goddess
Guide Me in Further Reclaiming The Divinity Within ME
Expanding Conscious Connection to My Divine Knowing
While Supporting the Emerging New Earth and our Collective Journey
Joining Together as we all Ascend to Our Rightful Place 
Within the Greater Divine Design For Us All.
It is Done, It is So and And so it IS…Blessed Be!
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Checking In 
Break Out Questions

Introduce Yourself and where you 
are from - share something about 
how this past month has been for 
you.
Consider any or all of these questions:
What Challenges have you experienced?

What Gifts of awareness or insight have 
you had?

What practices have you engaged that 
were helpful or not?



Overview
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Gemini Meta Goddess moving through 
Capricorn

Break Out Groups

Sky Magic

Gemini reclaiming her Divine Knowing

Demons at the Crown Chakra

Coronation Oath

Home Play 

Q and A



The Archer

The Scorpion

November 6 around 6:30 pm

Galactic Center



Dec Solstice Sun is 0 Cap

Plane of Solar System or Ecliptic

Celestial Equator

The Dec Solstice Sun 
on the Galactic Cross 

Center Point from 1962 to 2034 
Entire Window is 1926 to 2070 

The 26,000 Year Galactic Alignment 
and Pluto approaching the Sea Goat
Arriving around 2028

Pluto
Pluto Enters Aquarius in 2023

Galactic Center

The Galactic Plane

November 6
Venus is right 

on the Galactic Cross



Archer

November 7 around 6:30 pm



November 7 around 7 pm

27° S 07' 

-15° S 30' 

19° S 18'



The Archer

November 7 around 6:30 pm

Galactic
Center



The Archer

November 7 around 6:30 pm

Galactic
Center



Sea Goat

Archer

Scorpion

November 8 around 6:30 pm

Nunki



Venus Went Out of Bounds Oct 9 (2 Sag 34) with the Eye of the Scorpion and remains 
in this wildly unpredictable place until December 07, 2021 (23 Capricorn) with 
Terebellum marking the horse’s hind end in the Archer and in the window of the 8th Gate.

Nov 04 Scorpio New Moon (12 Scorpio 40) Sun (12 Scorpio 47) opposite Uranus (12 Taurus 47)
Nov 05 Venus enters Capricorn and Mercury enters Scorpio
Nov 07 Next Venus Moon Gate Crown Chakra (2 Capricorn) at the Cross-Quarter
Nov 07/08 Moon Occults Venus around 9:20 pm Pacific, Nov 8 at 12:20 am Eastern
The end occurs about 2 hours later - see next slide for visibility.

Nov 19 A 97% Lunar Eclipse (27 Taurus 14) near the Pleiades (Venus with Nunki)
Nov 28 Venus reaches its highest Altitude in the Evening Sky
Dec 03/04 Total Solar Eclipse (12 Sag 22) near Antares
Dec 06/07 Moon with Venus (23 Capricorn) at the 8th Gate of Ascension, Pluto is less than 2 degrees from 
Venus and Moon
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Gemini Evening Star Crown Chakra Gate

North Node is within 
One Degree of the 

Pleiades all of 
November and 

December



This Occultation is visible in a small part of Eastern Asia, 
however, the Moon will appear very close to Venus for the rest of us..

This map shows where in the world the Venus Moon Occultation is
visibile.

Dotted contours indicate where each event occurs above the 
horizon, but may NOT be visible due to the sky being too bright or 
the Moon being very close to the horizon.

Outside the contours, the Moon does not pass in front of Venus at 
any time or is below the horizon at the time of the occultation.



Venus Is Out of Bounds Until December 7
The Planets CAN go Outside the Boundaries of the Sun 

when in mid-Gemini to mid-Cancer or mid-Sagittarius to mid-Capricorn 

Any Out of Bounds Planet is reaching beyond the established current cultural reality.
It is a Wild Card Factor known for disrupting what we think we know is real - helping to 

expand our sense of NEW possibilities in unusual ways - often initiating disruption of the old.



StarryNight.com

Terebellum Nunki

Venus Went Out of Bounds Oct 9 (2 Sag 34) with the Eye of the Scorpion 
and remains in this wildly unpredictable place until December 07, 2021 (23 Capricorn) 

Returning to the boundaries of this Earth near Terrebellum in the window of the 8th Gate 
Venus is drawing on the strength (power center symbolized by the haunches) 

of the centaur to powerful implement new creative ideas!



Nunki (12 Capricorn 29) is being 
activated by Venus three times (first pass 
is November 19 and the last pass is around 
Feb 7 after stationing direct with Nunki
on Jan 29) so it is strongly featured stellar 
magic leading into the Venus Capricorn 
cycle.

The sixth brightest star in the sky is in 
an area designated as “The Water” 
by the Greeks and described as the 
“Star of the Proclamation of the Sea” by the Euphrateans.

With guidance from the Grandmothers, we can work with Nunki through 2022 to activate our 
inner Water Keeper to bless and care for our Earth’s waters as we move into a Venus Cycle 
where Earth Care will be the guiding theme in human society.

Nunki Venus Activations 
in 2021-2022

Image of Venus With Nunki November 19, 2013



Nunki marks the Vane of the Arrow 
in the Archer (Sagittarius) Constellation.  
The arrow is pointed directly into Galactic 
Center, the great Cauldron of Death/Life
Cycle where we can offer what is toxic
within us for full transformation.

With the arrow drawn back and ready for 
release - Nunki is a potent force helping us 
concentrate and gather patterns, beliefs, and 
harmful energies to accelerate our personal healing and clearing journey.

We can also intend that these activations by Venus amplify the much needed release and give away of 
collective programming around fear, power over and separation that has marked our Old World Story.  
.

This clears the path for us as we complete the Gemini Venus Cycle so the Grandmothers way is clear to 
ground and bring into manifest reality the New World Story we have been telling and embodying.

Nunki’s Role 
in the New World Story



Though it is being 
referred to as a 
partial eclipse the 
Earth’s shadow 
will cover nearly 
97% of the 
Moon.

The Moon 
27 Taurus 14
is very near the 
Pleiades during 
the eclipse and 
Venus is with 
Nunki…



Mayan Jaguar Days 
(Ix - Linked to Ixchel)

Jaguar days feature great fortune, powerful protection, 
heightened intuition and access to magical abilities. 

These dates also feature additional cosmic events 
including:

Nov 18 Mars opposite Uranus, Moon conjunct Uranus
Dec 08 near the 8th Venus Moon Gate that is exact on Dec 06
Dec 28 Jupiter enters Pisces
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Gemini Meta Goddess at the Crown Chakra in Capricorn
November 8 to December 6

She has gained in strength and wisdom through every portal she 
has passed through. She is youthful yet ancient, carrying the 
codes of magic from previous generations and for those to come.  
She stands in her own authority; she claims her connection to 
Source.

We hear the call of the Circle of the Grandmothers illuminating 
new chapters of the New World Story channeling the greatest 
wisdom of ages past, taking us into a future of wellbeing for our 
future ancestors.

It is time to claim our domain - the realm that is ours to 
influence with the power of our imagination, our storytelling, 
our creative potency.  It is time for us to claim our crown of 
connection to the Divinity that lives in us, empowering us to 
bring alive a New Earth reality in our lives and for the whole 
Family of Life.



The Great Threshold Between the Gemini and Capricorn MetaGoddess

With Venus now in Capricorn until March of 2022 we 
have moved into a threshold period between the 
Gemini and Capricorn Venus Cycles.

As the Rainbow Goddess, New World Storyteller comes 
fully alive within us and in our world, we begin to hear 
the whisper of the Grandmothers.  

We step into our Rainbow Robes, Claim our Crowns 
Gather our New Earth Playmates and listen deeply for 
the wisdom call of the wise ancient ones deep in our 
bones, stirring in our blood.

We have become like a child, a hollow bone, opened 
and ready to be guided and animated by the most true 
and ancient knowing within us, to claim our domain 
where we care for Earth and our Future Ancestors.



New Capricorn - Embody a Playful Spirit

As we prepare for our Capricorn Venus Cycle and the 
unveiling of the true essence of healthy healed 
Capricorn, we remember the root meaning of the 
word.

Capricorn is derived from the Italian capriola “a caper, 
frisk, leap, literally a leap like that of a kid goat.”  The 
word Capricious also hints at the inherent playful 
nature of Capricorn.

The word Capricious also points to some of the 
connection between Gemini and Capricorn, with its 
meaning being “likely to change or reacting to a 
sudden desire or new idea.”

We can collectively infuse Gemini’s adaptability to change our Capricorn institutions and systems of 
which we are a part, helping us shift the direction of our human-made world in new and essential ways.



Gemini Demons at the Crown Chakra 

Skeptical 
Distrusting
Irresponsible 
Overly Cautious 
Wary and Mistrustful 
Standoffish and Aloof 
Noncommittal and Evasive
Unable to Determine Next Steps in a Timely Way

Name Yours _____________________



The Lakota Saw 
The Sacred 

Hoop of Stars
Mirrored in the 

Black Hills



White Buffalo 
Calf Woman’s 
buckskin dress 
was decorated 
with sacred 
designs in 
rainbow-
colored 
porcupine 
quills.
.

Painting by 
https://www.mc
carolyn.com/whi
te-buffalo-calf-
woman

White Buffalo Calf Woman Prophecy 
and The Sacred Hoop

White Buffalo Calf Woman gave the Lakota the 
gift of the sacred pipe and taught the people the 
seven sacred ways to pray. 

She told the people she would return to at a 
time of great shift and transformation, as the 
harbinger of a new and enlightened era 
restoring peace and harmony.

She then rolled upon the earth four times, 
changing color each time and turned into a 
white buffalo calf before she disappeared. 
(Representing the four colors of the four 
directions in the Sacred Hoop)

As she left, great herds of buffalo surrounded 
the camps. 

When a white buffalo calf is born, it is a sign to 
the people their prayers are being heard and 
that the promises of the prophecy are being 
fulfilled.

https://www.mccarolyn.com/white-buffalo-calf-woman


On August 20, 1994, a white 
buffalo calf (not an albino) named 
Miracle was born in Janesville, 
Wisconsin, believed to be first 
white buffalo calf since 1933. The 
birth of Miracle was a sign of the 
impending fulfillment of the 
legends, bringing hope and peace 
to all nations and all people.
.

White Buffalo births are extremely 
rare occurring approximately one 
out of every 10 million births. In 
the USA there was a time when 
there were less than 500 buffalo 
left meaning the chances of a 
white buffalo birth were 610 
million to one. 

Since 1994 there have been many 
more white buffalo born in the 
United States and even in Europe. 
A ranch near Bend Oregon 
(formerly located in  Flagstaff, 
Arizona) now has around 20 White 
Buffalo.



Cree, Hopi, Zuni, Cherokee and other Native American Tribes 
tell of the Rainbow prophecy referring to the keepers of the 
legends, rituals, and other myths that will return to help 
restore the health of the Earth.

The Warriors of the Rainbow will help unite all people creating a New 
World of justice, peace, and freedom.

They will reteach the values and knowledge that has been lost in time, 
demonstrating how to have wisdom and extra-perception, and how 
unity, harmony, and love is the only way forward.

• Rainbow Goddesses
• Rainbow Light Body
• Whirling Rainbow Prophecy 

and Rainbow Warriors
• Rainbow Serpent
• Rainbow Dragon
• Rainbow Stones



There will come a day when people of all races, colors, and creeds will put aside 
their differences. They will come together in love, joining hands in unification, to 
heal the Earth and all Her children. They will move over the Earth like a great 
Whirling Rainbow, bringing peace, understanding and healing everywhere they 
go. Many creatures thought to be extinct or mythical will resurface at this time; 
the great trees that perished will return almost overnight. All living things will 
flourish, drawing sustenance from the breast of our Mother, the Earth.

The great spiritual Teachers who walked the Earth and taught the basics of the 
truths of the Whirling Rainbow Prophecy will return and walk amongst us once 
more, sharing their power and understanding with all. We will learn how to see 
and hear in a sacred manner. Men and women will be equals in the way Creator 
intended them to be; all children will be safe anywhere they want to go. Elders 
will be respected and valued for their contributions to life. Their wisdom will be 
sought out. The whole Human race will be called The People and there will be no 
more war, sickness or hunger forever. 
~ Navajo-Hopi Prophecy of the Whirling Rainbow

A promise for peace and unity in the future, the Whirling Rainbow Prophecy will come 
to pass during the time of the White Buffalo. When this happens, all living things –
including animals that have gone extinct – will flourish and we will all live and prosper as 
one united group of people. From the Sacred Path Cards

by Jamie Sams



Reclaiming Divine Authority 
at the Crown Chakra

The Gemini Meta Goddess is FREE to believe 
what is true in her heart. She hands her divine knowing 
and authority over to NO one. 

Questions For Gemini Evening Star at the Crown Chakra

• How am I reclaiming my own divine authority, no 
longer giving it away to others who I have 
believed or was led to believe knew more than 
me? 

• How Can I reclaim and LIVE my divine authority in 
the best, most beneficial, most harmonious, most 
playful and fun ways for myself and all life?  



Saying YES! to your Weirdness 
Ted Talk by JP Sears author of “How To Be Ultra Spiritual,” 
Published by Sounds March 7th, 2017. 

• The disease to try and fit in or be normal affects 90% of people. 
The other 10% are in denial…

• A Gemini Humor Approach to celebrating our weirdness 
(uniqueness) Because Being Weird is what makes you – YOU

• Being Normal is how we reject ourselves – you don’t get any of me 
because I don’t bring me to the table. The cure for normal is your 
weirdness

• Your purpose is to give yourself permission to be the miracle you 
are – your unique weirdness

• Weirdness is actually a great asset bridging with our authenticity

• Taking action on finding the courage to say YES! to weirdness 
enhances meaning and fulfillment 

See Video Link recently added to the Gemini Evening Star Crown Chakra Class 
page!

JP Sears is an emotional healing coach, 
YouTuber, author, international teacher, 
speaker at events, world traveler, and 

curious student of life. His work empowers 
people to live more meaningful lives. 



JP Sears Birth Chart



Make Your Gemini Fairy Crown

Take time out in nature or in your garden to look for materials 
you can use to make your own fairy crown! Flowers, ivy leaves, 
moss and other materials are some ideas to begin!  

Post photos of your crown in the Facebook group or send to 
Cayelin and Tami by email! 

To take it a step further, write your own Gemini invocation 
claiming your right to be your free, sovereign playful self and to 
live a life of magic in your enchanted domain and create a 
ceremony to crown yourself Fairy Queen!

For example “I, (Name) Now Claim My Right To Live By My Own 
Guidelines and Fully Stand in the Truth of My Playful Power to 
Tell and Embody the New World Story! 

Home Play for the Gemini Meta Goddess at the Crown Chakra



Home Play for 7th Chakra
Create Your Own Coronation Oath
Create a personal coronation oath claiming your divine authority. Placing your 
fairy crown (or something that represents a crown) on your head & say out 
loud: 
.

I claim my divine authority as a sovereign being - in charge of my own 
destiny. From this place of sovereign wholeness I consciously choose to 
enter into healthy, fun, co-creative experiences that serve spirit 
NOT only Telling
But also Joyfully LIVING
My Own New World Story.

Bless your World
Cultivate a daily blessing practice, actively praying for or blessing your self, 
your living space, your community, the land - whatever you feel you want to
bless in your domain and in your sphere of influence. 

Example: I love and bless myself with pure love and light and pure source 
energy. 
.

I love and bless _add whatever works for you: myself, my home, my family, 
my community_ with pure love and light and pure source energy.



Earth
Venus

Mercury

Sun


